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0
INTRODUCION

There is little question of the good that can be accomplished when parents

of special children supplement instruction begun at schoorwithactivities in the

home (Carver and Carver, 1972; Ehlers, 1966; Jacobs, 1969; Farber, 19584".- The

special child adds responsibilities for all members of a family that may create

stressful situations.' 4Intefvention programs can lightenhe responsibilities in
fl

numerous ways: e.g., by making the child more self-sufficient, by helping the

family understand the youngster's needs, by providing emotional support.

Therefore, preschool programs have for some time been encouraged by federal

funding agencies and professional educators to plan f9r parent involvement (Gordon

et'al., 1975; Hanes et al., 1976; Peters, 1977). Ideally, such\aplan would in

Part. bedesignedto encourage parents to begin instructional adtivities in'th

home. These activities, we believe, should be guided by six principles:

1. Instruction may effectively be given in the:home by the parent.
. .

2. The mother (or father or guardian) must learn to feel- responsibility

for his or her learning.

3. The activities the parent undertakes with the child should be,pnes
,

which will encourage/the parents and support them in working with

) their child.

4. One parent, usually the mother, should be given the bulk of home*

. ,

instructional resporisibilities. - 7

5. The activities must be exactly suited to the chilA's-neeas"(i...e., -the

ways he or she learns best, the -problem areas,'"interests,
.

(See Parker, 1894.) .

6. The child is first a student in the family, second,a 'tudent in the
14.I

°
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school. (See Parker, 1894.).



GOALS

me,

.

The primacy goai-of this book is to provide teachers of special children

with a.means'of teaching parents to work with their children at home. The activity

.sheets ellOw teachers to provide Mom or Dad with teaching tasks Without spending

howrs in preparation. Any activity.sheet may be xeroxed and given to the parent

"as is" or with the teacher's modificaticips.

The book was also developed to.yrovide preschools with a format that would

encourage them to conside'r.the child's home and family inliheir total intervention

:program. For example, schools just beginning with little time for anything but

classtoroom,planning,could use this book as,a basis for a parent teaching program.
40

As peschers usOithe book over the year, they May wish to add other activities

to the categories inpluded here. These Tay be activitiesthey have developed or

that have been shared by other t&chers in their own and other schools. In this

sence, the book is a way of recording and sharing ideas, methods, and activities

4 k

ACTIVITIES

In this book, there are activity sheets in the following areas: Social,.

Emotional, Cognitive; Expressive Language, Receptive Language, Hearing Impairment,

Gross Motor, Fine Motor, Self-help, Tactile, Visual Perception, NAlsual Impairment. 0

Within each of these areas, the tasks are presented accordi'ng,to the normal devel-

opmental sequence: i.e., lowest-level activit ies firgt. Each activity ig pre-

: *

sented in a /series of stept that the parent may easily follow on_a day:-to-day basis.
s'.

AUDIENCE
ti

Any program therves preschoolers or special children can profit from this

!C- book. Appropriate agencies include:' nursery schools, day care centers, Head

Start centers, preschool special-education Programs, and school-age programs for

developmental* delayed children..

2
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TEACHER'S RE5PONSIBILITIES

Several things thould be kept in mind h;efore,gbeiinnihg to employ the materials

in this
/
bogek with parents:.

4...._
, m..-

.
. .

1.. Parentt may be shy at- first about beibg their child's official

teacher,-but they soon enjoy the romw role. sc../ ,

2. Mothers and fathers have much to offer and are eager participants.

Plan.activities that.include both in the 'teaching process.
.

3. The teacher being well prepared promotes the ,same behavior tie
-

parents ark chile.

4. It is essential,for eyery parent when given a, home activity, to see

it demonstrated and to have.a chance to practice^it before leaving

the school.

)5. Parents nee suggestions for structuring the teaching situation,

e.g.:- .when to work with the child, where to keep the materials,

1

0where to keep the parent recording sheet, how to handle a child sA

refusal to cooperate, the use.o£ -physical and positive reinforce-

_ment.

6. Mqst parents .have experienced guilt and fear concerning their cichild.
4.

7. Parents' attitudes toward their child become more positive When

they see that another adult can appreciate and enjoy the child.

8. The teacher must take his or her lead from. the priorities set by

the parent.- TNe total needs of a family must be.considered when

goals and activities are being' planned for an individual child:,

For example:

a. When a parent does not recognize a specific developmental

a

need (e.g. language), it 'As suggetted that the.teacher

choose another Area of development (e.g. gross motor)

14,
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as a vehicle for teaohing'skills inIthd area of need:

Teachers can'kescribe a gross motor activity which,

stimulates tbe child's use of language.

' b. Accommodate changes in the hpme, fot- example, by prescribing'.
, .

a family-oriented activity which focuses on the-child's

strengths'when relatives are visiting:.

c. Prescribe activities to reinforce new skills or interests

as a child acquires them. For example, if the parent repOrts

the child' sudden interest in-_toilet training, the teacher

should postpone the'planned weekly activity and prescribe

a plan for encouragingthis new skill.
. c ,

..

By remembering these points, the teacher is more likely to 'find success in
-.,

2,.. .

0 T k

his or hei' goal ofsharing educational tasks with Mom andDad.

i

a
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USING-THIS APPROACH

'a.

All of the aptivities in this guide were designed by ,teachers. They analyzed,

'the steps, in.teaching particular tasks and wrote them down. This does not
. , %

. .

k

man, hb*ver, that the steps cannot be Added to or.taken froM -- the user must rely
t .

on his or her own judgment. The teacher shculd keep alist of activities assigned
. ,--

.

to each child. Figure tig a sample list. Enrichment Activities in Figure 1 include

se.
- all parent child activitiesrconducted, both those planned by the Xeache 'and those,

which occur spontaneously with the child.

The ability land state-of-readiness of title child and the wishes of the child's

% .
.

. .

parent should be the factors that guide selection of activities. .It is very impprtant

(--"-
for an activity to b e stopped whenever a parent or child feels uncomfortable with

it in order to preventpoor attitudes toward the'home-learning siebation.

It
'The steps the teacher should follow in using this book as an aide in the home-

teaching program are presented below.,

1. Review parent questionnaires or concerns expressed by parents regarding

their child's,development.

2. ,Then decide on a parent or parents to begin ehe process with. Choose, those'
4

who are most likely to cooperate,.to follow through with the activity daily,

and tiseep a record of the.child's behavior.. (Accumulate some experience
...

before appjoaching a parent who will need more attention.) A §ooti time to

approach a parent about home teaching is when he or she picks up th'e child
a

,
after school.

3. choose an, activity. which meets the parent's concerns about the child of home.

For example, if the parent is concerned with potty training, you might start

with Self-help activity lumber 4. If .the focus of the early parent-child /

work is for the parent to learn positive reinforcement techniques, to develop

bettenparent-chiad,intpractionistyles, or to develop confidence in the

- 5 -
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4

youngster, start with an activity the child can already do. Also, let the
9

4

parent know that the child can play the Tole of reacher for a younger ,

sibling who hAs not yet acquired his or her skills. This helps build
ik.

confidence in the special child.

4. Change vocabulary or writing_stirle to suit the Parent's ability when
*

1.
necessary, Xerox the blank sheet on page 13 for this purpose.

5 Model the activity with the child, so the parent can see how to proceed.
. .

6. Ask the parent and child td practice the activity in front of yeukafter;

you have,modeled it for the parents, Praise efforts of both.

'7. Discuss: the' goals of the activity;

when the task will be done each day;

A

where materials will be kept;

whb might be ,involved;

f

what to'do if it doesn't work;

O

/
,how to reinforce the child's cooperation; and,4

a 4

hOw to recored the 'child's Performance daily. .

. . ,
.....----

.

8. Ask the parent eireturn after 1 week to_demonstrate tie activity with ,

.

the child; or, t}e teacher' may make a home Visit for the demonStration.

'9. At the ,nd of the first week, review the performance data.

10, Encourage the parents to adapt and apply the'procedures (in the activities

-,'-lthey teach) whenever possible during the day,

, 11; When a parent is negligent in conforming to structures, stress the need

to follow the sheet to help the child learn. Demonstrate other-activities

with -the child so it becomes obvious that clear planning and limits

5'

help the child learn quickly.

.?
ss

12; Circle the numbers of the steps in the direction which are needed or

most appropriate for theparent andchild.

lab



FIGURE 1

TB cgER's WEEKLY PLAN AND RECORD.

Child

Date of Visit

i. Review of PreWus Week's Activity:

Goal - Achieved

Comment

ri. PresentatiOn-o NeW%Acii;ity:

Goal

Cbmment. -

III.Enrichment

Material

Comment

Material

Comment

Material -

Comment

A

Material -
-.

Comment

Material - a

Comment -

0- IV-Family Information:

ideas for Next Week's Activity: .

ti
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TALKING WITH PARtNTS

III - !
During*interactions with parents,,the teachek should discuss the overall

educational, approach that helps in working with the special child. ,Several points

tgstress include;

1.' The teaching session at home is best conducted on a "professional" basis

to promote a respect for the learning situation, the child's effbrts,

and the learning materials,. The term "professional" signifies the

4

attitude established by:

'a. expecting the parent and child to be prepared and willing

to consistently complete the weekly activities;

rt
b. maintaining the focub of the teaching session on the child's

developmental needs;

c. clearly relating methods and materials to the child's

learning needs; and,
ff

d. reserving time at the end of the session for parent comments,

and observations.

2._ Keeping each activity in a special container is important for the purposes

'of opening and closing the task, and for maintaining respect for the

materials used*

3. Materials improvised from everyday objects for the"activities are often

bftter than geecially purchased objects.
,.

,4. Daily recording of the teaching activity by the parent is crucial for
. 0111

awareness of Changes in the child's behavior. Recording enables the parent

to define the child's entry skills and clarify needs. Daily recordiyg

creates an objective awareness of the small Changes in the child's skills
rt.

bich lead toward accomplishing major goals.

8_
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A word! of praise for every poSitive efort from the child is the...best

form of reinforcement. Praise shouldbe used 0 ackrrowledgee.q and*

every acceptable behavior, e.g.: sitting on a chair getting ready

to , asking to use a toy, asking for help. Avoid use of any

negatives% Instead of "No, that's wrong.' say, "There's another way,

try again." When "hands-on" help is needed', praise the child for

1,6 .

"good work" regardless of the amount of ]help that was given. The
0

mcament you see any.sign that,the child is responding to,a requestb say

"Good work, you like to try hard." All verbal expressions of acceptance

and acknowledgement of effort also serve to demonstrate to the parent

that this child is worthY'of praise and consideration.by others.

C. The child's new learning experience begins when his or her family-
1

o

begin to believe that achievement is possible and then set appro-
.

""prier expectations.

. 0

7. The goal' of each activity is to increase the child's confidence and

ability to do the task without'adult help.

V
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DEALING' WITH PARENTRESISTANCE-- CASE DESCRIPTIONS.
-1

Mast parents who begin a home-teaching program 10,esent 'some form of resistance

because theyjare afraid to recognize or accept their child's needs. Typical
. -

It°
manifestatiorit of parent resistance include:

1. *Continuous changing of scheduled aOkointments.

,.

2. Avoiding active participation in )a teaching session

3. eqmplaint4 of feeling inadequate in teaching the child.

4. Lack of positive expectations for the child.
r* _

5. Family stress which causes the parent to feel overwhelmed.

6. Denial of ehilesdevelofftental needs.

.The two case descriptions which follow offer techniques for dealing with
'--

typical parent resistance. Teachers should use these methods during the modeling

op

sfssion.

4

Child A

1. Parent Characteristics

BackgrouncP:

Middle, socioeconomic status

14-

Type of Resictance
, Po.

- College educated

Denial of child's developmental nee s

Focuses teaching se -ion alay frog child

Records comments in to

needs rather than child's
1

Teaching Approach

Cell the parents before the appointment to describe the planned
:-n

eaching session.

n interests and

I-

45?---'

e

t
Twovide the parents with appropriate artilles,anel books on

- 10 -



A.

child development.

'Provide the parents with the opportunity to review--

develolmental checklist to'plan teaching goals.

. . - 'Plan time at 'the'end of the teaching session or schedule'
. '4, . ---

a telephone call to discuss the parents' domments and

observations with them.
4

Always cbserve the parents and child-practicing' the teaching

skill after it has been modeled.
. .

- Ask the parents and child to plan a teaching activity,

baled on-a. goal of their.choice,(thatAley will. demonstrate

- for' the, teacher for the next week.

Child

1. Parent Characteristics
.a

Background

Lower socioeconomic, status

'TWc5 yearq of high school

st;

Mixed ethnic background'

Type of. Resistance

-

- Family stress

'. i
. .

Lack of positive expectations-for the child

(e4g.i 'the parents believe the child is purposely misbehaving)

Peelings of inadequacy about teaching their child

Refpsal to keep written record (e.g.ifthe parents seem

intimidated by the writteAlrecdt4ing sheet)

Avoidance of active participation in the teaching session

- 11
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2. Teaching Approach
0'

P a,
Stop by the home orcall.the parents ahead of the

session, ,P-

explain the program: :

4.

16.

4

a) Stress that it will be fun.
4

b) Ask about "parents daily Schedule determine
f

the best time of day for teaching sessions.

c) Ask what the parents would like to'see their

7
child accomplish for the year.

.*Print the stepTs and directions on-the parent recording sheet
t

and require a:minimum of writing from the parenti.

Develop activities that are based on routine parent -child

,interactions (e.g., dressing,'eating, walking to the store).

I

elop,activities that encourage awareness of the child's
. :

strengths.

Develop,actWities to encourage the child's interaction with
$

environments outside of home (e.gf.,,''T.V. shows, magazines,

1400to:town).

Plan aaivities that incorporate shared experiences between

t e'parent and child. .

bse home-pade a-household objects for teaching materials.
.--,

.., ,
Praise eyery pOsitive effort made by the child.

'.i.
.... . .

-

effort
,

,

,.

P,raise the parents for every effort they make to cooperate.
,,,z,

Plan,s4le "fun activities'to model enjoyment of, the child.
-

"bevelop,,feelings of trust and caring with the parent by

demonstrating your concern
4

for their personal needs.

,

Encourage the parents' 'personal interests.
t ,-.

.'"

Maintaincoptact with involved social agencies with parental consent.

1 ;

I.
- 12 -



Parent' Recording Sheet
Child's Name:

*Teacher:

Developmental Area:

Date I0 tiated:

40.
_Credit: Yes

, ,

No
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THE ACTIVITIES - DESCRIPTION FOR USE

The activities for use in the classroom-directed home training approach

/ -
have been divided in twelve sections. Each section begins with a descriptor

page listing the sequenced activities which follow. For example, activity #1

on the descriptor page corresponds to the first activity in each section.

Additional descriptors have;been p ced in the upper right-hand corner of the

-
Parent Recording Sheets:

The Parent Recording Sheets specify developmental area, 'goals, steps and

procedures and materials needed Yor-the activity. A behavior chart with simple

directions for.use has been included. Parents should be directed to use the

:"comments" space for r'ecord4mg their suggestions or concerns.
.

-

I-
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4
SOCial. '

.

NOTE: The purpose of the activities in this section is to'encourage
experiences with siblings,_rpeers and family members. The following
section "Emotional" provides activities to foster the child's selfA
concept and reinforcethis oeher role in the family.

ENCOURAGE. SIBLING INTERACTION WITH THE FOLEOWIM ACTIVITIES:

. $

1.
es

Playihg patty-cake

, 2. , Playing hide-and-seek

3.- ,Nahing.family metbers at dinnerrts

Playing catch (i.e. by nolling a ball on the floor "between
players who are seated)

5. Assigning a daily chore.

b6. Playing a fFily game (lotto, Candy Land, etc.)

7. Blowing a Ping-Pong ball acrossa table

Matching pairs of shoes

9. -Playing "SimonwSays" with sign language

10. Playing "I see something, name color" which involves takinci$
turns to find the color orobjectS'named

11.. Playing "Show me the " in whidh older siblings ask
their younger br4Ither or sister to identify 411



Parent .Recording Sheet
Child's Name

eacher:
A

Developmental Area: SOCIAL (GrOss Motor)

SOCIAL 1:

,Playing patty-
cake

Date Initistel:

Credit: Yes No



Parent -Recording Sheet
Child' Name:

Teacher:

Developmental Area SOCIAL (Visual Perception)

Datlpitiated:

SOCIAL 2:

Playing hide-
and-seek

Credit: Yes No



Parent Recording .Sheet
.Child's Name: Date Init,i,ted:

eacher:

Developmental. ?tree: SOCIAL (Receptive and Expressive Language)

SOCIAL 3:
Naming famiLy
members

Credit: Yes No

,Basic Goal

will identify each family
(child's name)

member at dinner time.

Steps and Procedures

1. Ask "Where is Tommy?" Child shoulfd
point to'the person named.

2. If child doesn't point, pick up his
or her hand and help.

3. Ask; "Who is this?"

If he doesn't respond quickly,,.ask
"Is this Tommy?"

5. Encourage child to answer: "Yes -
f Tommy."

4

IMMO

mo

MM

J 11 111 HI 111111111111 1

MEM
SIMON

Behavior Chart Indicate with an V if the,
\child is able to point at the person named,

repeat the person's name, or to say the
person's name without prompting.

Names
Points Fei!eate.1

Monday
.

.

Tuesday'

Wednesday
.

,,

Thursday

.

Friday

Saturday

Sunday



Parent Recording Sheet

Teacher:

Developmental Area: SOCIAL (Gros's Motor)

- . -

Date Initiated:'

SOGIAL ,

-Playing catch .

Credit: Yes No



Child's Name:

Nrent Recording Sheet

Teacher:

Developmental Area: SOCIAL (Self-help)

Date Initiated:

SOCIAL 5:
:Assigning

daily chore

Credit: Yes No



Parent Reeording Sheet
Child's Name:

Teacher:

Developmental Area: SOCIAL

Date Initiated:

SC;CIAt 6:

Playing a
family game

Credit: Yes No
1,0



Patent Recording Sheet
Child's Name:

_

"reacher:

Developmental Area: SOCIAL (Oral Motor)

Date Initiated:

ASOCIAL 7:

Blowing a
Ping -Pong ball --

Credit: Yes No

Basic edal

biow at a Ping-Pong
(child's-narile) .

ball.in playing a gamg with:family

members.

Steps,and Procedures

1. Bloyiat.the ehild!s hand.

.2. Blowsatlk Ping-Pong ball.

3. Tell the child tojolow the ball.

4. Use straws or rulers to make a road.
Place-i team or player on each side
of the table with'the 'rbad".

5. Use a striPof tape to show the
:Fil.fice each Player can "blow" from.

6. Wilmer blows ball:across and off
table.rY

'A

O

Materials Needed

tingrPong,ball, table, straws,

Summa4ry or Comments

rulek.

111111 1111111111111111111111111111

MOM

MEMO
EE=I

MN=

OM=

MEM11Ii

.1=EI

mEllo
aommEr

=EMI

M=0
MENEM
MIMEO
MEM
Mom.

MEM

I1
MINIM

Behavior Chart: Indicate whether the child
blows the ball and enjoys the game with a
"yes" orr"no".

Blows
Ball

Enjoys
Game

Monday

.

,

Tuesday .
.

.

,

Wednesday --- .

_.--_ .

Thursday,

Friday_

SatiThday .

Sunday

- .



Child's Name:

Parent Recording Sheet

Tea Cher:

t

Developmental Area: SOCIAL (Visual Perception and Receptive Language)

Date Initiated:

SOCIAL 8:

Matching pairs
of slioes
,

.

Credit: Yes No



I`

Child's Name:

"'Teacher:

Develophe..-1 Area: SOCIAL- (Receptive LangUage).

Parent Recording Sheet
Date Initiated:

r

SOCIAL 9:
Playing "Simon
Says" .

Credit: Yes No



Chird's Name:

Parent Re-cording Sheet

Teacher:

Developmental Area: SOCIAL (Cognitive)
_

Date Initiated:

SOCIAL 10:
Naming colors
and objects

-Credit: Yes No



Parent Recording Sheet
Child's Name:

411Teacher:

Developmental Area: SOCIAL (Receptive Language)

Date Initiated:

SOCIAL 11:
Naming objects
with brother
or sister

Credit: Yes No



REINFORCE CHILD'S ROLE IN FAMILY WITH THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:

1. Playing ring-around-the-rosie with sibligs

Emotional

2. .Encouraging the child to use the words sister, brother; aunt,
-uncle and cousin appropriately

3. Alltwing him/her to help in,planning the dinner menu

4. Asking "him /her to enmity trash daily
7,
4

5. Allowing the child to get certain items from shelf while
shopping with Mom/Dad

6. ,Encour ging the child to ask for help when needed

7. Reminding the child to say please and thank you
I

8. Encouraging the child to share by taking 1 item from a plate

3and then passing it on

9. Complimenting child twice daily

:DD. Asking the child each day at bedtime whet made him or her
happy



Parelit Recording Sheet
Child's Name: Date Initiated:

EMOTIONAL 1:'
Playing ring-

around-the-rosie
with siblings

Teacher:
. Credit: Yei

,.

Developmental Area: Em.otiorial, Sopiali Gross Motor .

r.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Basic Goal

(child's name)
will hold hands and walk

in a circle with two or more family
A -

4
members.

(Ring-around-the-Rosie)

Steps and Procedures

1. To begin:hold child's hands and
gently pull him/her around as you
say words:

Ring Around the Rosie
Pocket full of posies
Ashes, Ashes we all fall down!

2. Do this 3 or 4 times in a row,
twice daily.

3. Praise-all of the child's actions
and those words of the rhyme that
the child repeats.

4. Add one more person each day to
the ring.

4
5. For variation, move the circle

very slowly or quicklyi-

Mi=811

a
M1

Behavior Chart: Use a "yes" or "no"
column 1 and note the words that di' d
repeats from the rhyme in col

Joins in
Actions

Words
Repeated

Monday

Tuesday

kedneaday

,

C .

Thursday
,

Friday .

Saturday
.

Sunday
.



Child's Name:

*Teacher,:

Parent Recording Shee

Developmental Area: Emotional (Child's role in family)
1

Date Initiated:

Credit: Yes No

EMOTIONAL 2:
Using names of-
rel4tion (brother,
sister etc..

I III 111{11111111111111111 1101
Basic Goal

will describe family
(child's name)

members by relationship: i.e., sister,

brother, auntruncle, cousin.

Steps and Procedures

1. Gather family photos--if possible.

2. Begin with the immediate family:
2.e., brother and sister.

3. Say, "Tommy is your brother."
Ask, "Is Tommy yoir brother or
sister?" (Use photos to help child
answer questions.)

4. Expand to aunt, uncle, and cousin.
Use question format presented, above.

5. Draw a family picture. Diagram to
show elationshiPs. As each person
in the picture or diagram isyre-

1sented the child should respond with
Ithe relationship. For example:

is my brother" (or sister,
etc).

IM

Behavior Chart: Name the relationship
(aunt, uncle, etc.) you are working on and
circle the name if the child needed help.

Monday
Is

Tuesday

4

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday .

Saturday
.

,

Sunday

1

111111111111111111111H111 I mum
Materials. Needed

f.

'Family photographs.

Summary or Comments



.11... 1

SheetParent Recording l'ieet EMOTIONAL 3:
Planning the
dinner menu

Chlid/S Nee: Date !vitiated:'
o

Teacher: Credit: Yes No

Developmental Area: Emotional (Self-help, Cognitive)
A

.

,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111.111 11111111111111111111111111111111 olimilimaffittut
Basic Goal

....

E
.
...

...

...

...

.,

6-':
.

...

=
-.......

Behavior Chart: If the child chooses 1 food

will help Mom or Dad
from each category,.'maruk "yes' in column 1.
If child names a fOod from the choice you
present, mark "yes" in column 2. If child
is able to discuss who likes what foods,

.

mark "yes" in column 3. .

Chooses Names Discuss
1 of food food in who likes
categories category what
t- given

-(child's name)

plan the dinner-menu each day.
..

Steps and Procedures Monday

.

1. Present child with several names
of foods in each category (meat,
vegetable, dessert).

.

Have the child choose 1 food from
each dategory.

..

3. Discuss who likes which foods the
best in your family.

:> Friday
0.-

,

.

,

Tuesday-

-

t

...

Wednesday

1

/

Thursday
,

.

Saturday

.

Sunday

..

,-...

z

I I I I II I II /'/ I I

Materials Needed

None.

Summary or Comments



° Child's Name:

Parent Recording Sheet

40 Teacher:
.

Developmental Area: Emotional (Self-help, Motor)

Date Initiated:

EMOTIONAL 4:
Emptying the
trash

Credit: Yes No



Parent Recording Sheet/
Child's Name:

Teacher:

Developmental Area: Emotional

Date Initiated:

EMOTIONAL 5:
Helping shop

Credit: Yes , No



Parent ecord irrg Sheet
Child's,Nam10:

Tischer:

Development's' Area: . Emotional

Date Initiated:

EMOTIONAL6:
Askin" fbr,hel

Credit: Yes , No

O



Parerg Recording Sheet
:Child's Name:

. Teacher:

.Developmental Area: *,Emotional (Social)

Basic Goal

will use please and thank
(child'sikname)

you appropriately.

Steps and Procedures
4

1. Family members should make a point of
.using please and thank you with the
child.

2. When the child asks foj something, you
repeat the question and add'Elease.
Then ask the child to-repeat please
along with the question.

3. Remind the child to.say thank you..
Say, "Tell (whoever is re-
sponding to child's wishes), thank
you." The thank you shOuld come frdm
the child before, he or she is given
the item.

1=.

=CM

=MO
111,
1111
=MEI

Imew.

=Non
nom
imwra

Date Initiated:

EMOTIONAL 7: '

Saying please
and thank you

Credit: Y9s No

Behavior Chart Mark an "X" in the appro-
priate box for each word (please and thank
you). Circle the "X" if help was given.

/

Please Thank You

Monday

.

.
.

.

Tuesday

.',
,,.

_

.

Wednesday

4

,

Thursday

Fridly

.

A

,

,

Saturday

.

,
t1 .

.

.

Sunday

ti.
0

a



Parent Recdrding Sheet
Child's Name:

Teacher:

_Developmental Area: EtiOtional (Sharing)

Date Initiated:

EMOTIONAL
Sharing food
items

Credit: Yes' No

'Basic Goal

will choose 1 food item
(child's name)

from a plate and then pass the plate to

r
other family members.

Steps and Procedures

0
1. Place 1 cookie or c ndy on a plate.

2. Tell child he/she may take a.

3. Place 2 cookies on a late. Say,
"I take 1 aild you take

1

4 Place 5 or 6 cookies on p ate.

tSay, "I take 1 and you take 1."

5. Place 5 or 6 cookie's on a plate.
Tell the child to.take 1 and pass
the plate to others in the room.

00*

.1
IMM

WEINER
=MEP

a

GEM

I 1 11 111 1111111111 I 1

Behavior Chart Place an "X' in the
appropriate box.

Needs
-; -

Reminder
Shares

Willingly

, -

Monday
0-- ..,

Tuesday

.

.

.

, ,

.

Wednesday
.

1,

.

Thprsday

Friday

.

.

.

.

.
,

,

Saturday

.

.

,
.

Sunday .

.



Parent' Recording' Sheet
,..qhild's Name:

(reacher:

DevelopMental'Areata Emotional
S').

.13
Date Initiated:

EMOTIONAL 9:
Complimenting
the child

Credit: Yes No



Directions:

-4(

Award a star as described in_the _Parent Recording Sheets.

Desired Activities
. .

.

-- Star Record
-..'

/
e

.

,

.....,''''
.

P

---- ,
A

t
A

gV

i e

.

.

t 4.

..

......

.

,

,--__

t '
.

t- . oes

$.

'1



Parent Recording Sheet
1

Child's Name:

*Teacher:

Developmental Area:' Emotional

Date Initiated:

EMOTIONAL 10:
Telling what
makes ha

Credit: Yes No



-SUPPORT COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:

1. Playing peek-a-boo

2. Placing the disc in the slot

3. Pointing to body parts
1

4. Handing blocks (quantitative concepts)

5. Placing on and under

6. Naming and-matching objects

7. Placing the ring on a finger

8. Counting objects

9. Identifying heavy and 141Pt

10. Matching and naming coins

:Ogrittive.



Piarent ReCordih.g Sheet
Child's Name:

Teachet:'

Developmental Cognitive (Social)Areal'?"

Date Initiated:

COGNITIVE 1: N.

Playing peek-
.

a-boo

Credit: 'Yes No



Parent Recording Sheet
04.1d's Name:

Teacher:

,Developmental Area:el Cognitive (Fine Motor)

.Date Initiated:

COGNITIVE 2:,
Placing'discs

4

Credit: Yes No ,

1111111111111111111111111111111M11111111111001111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

I

Basic Goal

(child's name)

will place 1 disc in slot

when Mom or Dad says more. He or she will

a

say more for each disc.

Steps and Procedures

1% Hand the child 1 disc. Hold his or
her hand to help in lining up the
disc with the s1lLin the peanut
can'lid. Irr

2. Place the second disc on he table
and tell the child, "Say ore."

.

3. When the child learns to say "more",
-ho-ld th4-disc and say "t ;ll-mc

'more'."

4. When the child says "more", hand him
or her the disc.

=1=1
MINIM
MN=

MM16
=MED
MEOW
MMM
MEM
OIMM

IMM11111
MEM
111
INNENI
MMM
=MIMI
MEM
OIMM

MIMMI
AMMM

66
MMM
=WM
=MIMI
IMIMM

MMMI
=WM
MEM

MMM
IMMIO
=MEI
MMIM
IMMO
=WM
MEM=
MMM
WNW
MEM

=WM
MEM
IIMMM
IMMO
=MIMI

Behavior Chart : Places disc in slot

Help No Help
'Says more
for disc

Monday

Tuesday
.

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

i

.

s.'

-..



Child's Name:

t 11

Parent Recording Sheet

reacher:

Developmental Area: Cognitive (Visual Perception)

Date Ini(tiated:

COGNITIVE 3:
Pointing to
body parts

ma- Credit: Yes No

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111a0 I II 1111[1111111.1111111111111111111u111111111111111

I

Basic Goal

will point to body parts
(child's name)

.

named on Mom, self, and dofl.

Steps and Procedures

-1. Point, as you say, "..
(child's name)

eye, ele."
(doll's name)

's

2. Ask: "Where is your eye?"
"Mommy's eye? Doll's eye?"

14-

3. Follow this procedure for the nose,
mouth, ears, hair, hands, feet', arms,

legs, tummy,. and neck.

J

V51

E

1111

=MO
INI1

INOM

IN1=1

,MMD

IN11111
MMM111
MEMO

MIMP
M=D

IMIMM
MIMS
OMM
MIMM
MMM
MM,

MMOI
IMIMM

OMM
MOM
OIMM
IMMO

110lo

Behavior Chart When the child points to
the correct body part upon questioning,
write in the name of that part in the
appropriate column below.

Self Morn Doll

Monday

Tuesday_

,Wednesday

Thursday

.

.

Friday
.

'

,

Saturday

r

Sunday

A:z



Parent Recording Sheet Co NITIVE 4:
Handing blocks

Child's Name: Date Initiated:

!Teacher:

Developmental Area: Cognitive

Credit: Yes No



Parent Recording Sheet
Child's Name:

Teacher:

Developmental Area: Cognitive (Gross Motor)

-,Date Initiated: <

COGNITIVE 5:
Placing on /
and under

Credit: Yes No

4.



tj

Child's Name:

Parent Record* Sheet
d

"leacher:

Developmental Area: Cognitive (Expressive Language)

11111110.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Goal

will identify and name
(child's name)

objects that are the same.

Date Initiated:

COGNITIVE 6:
Naming and
matching objects

Credit: Yes No

111111111111 1 1111111

Behavior Chart: write in the name of the
object be.ing used in the propriate column
for each concept (matches!, names). Circle

the name if help was give

Steps and Procedures

1. Place 2 of the following in a large
plastic container: inch block,
bottle top, raisin box, sea shell,
pop stick.

2. Place 2 object's identical to the 2

in the bag in a row on the table,

3. Point to and name each.

4. Ask the child to repeat each name
after you.

5.. Then, hold an object up and say,
"Find one that's thp same."

6. Then ask, "What are they?"

'7. If the child does not give the name,

say the name. Then say, "You tell

me." #

/MEMO
OMEN

MEIM
fEMI
EMEMB
EMEMEI

MEM

MEM

MEM
IMMO/
EEMMI
=MEI
MN=
MOM
=MEP
MEMiMM
IMMIM

Matches Names

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
-

Thursday

.

Friday I

Saturday

Sunday



S I

Parent Recordirig Sheet
Child's Name:

leacher:

Developmental Area:
Cognitive (Fine Motor)

Date Initiated:

NITIVE 7:
Placing ring
on finger

C(edit: Yds No



Parent Recording Sheet CC=ItTiTob:jects

Child's Name: ft ,Date Initiated:

eacher:

Developmental Aria` Cognitive (visual Perception)

Credit: es No

11111111111111111111111111IMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Basic-Goal 4-

Steps..an4 Procedures

wil count the number of

.,an.item(named by parent in room esignated.

1. Say, ".Lets count" ants in this

room." Walk aroUn t_he room pointirig

to eash plant end- ounting.

2 . Thet''say "You co-nt the number of
chairs in the ki, chen." .

41/3. Ij the child he
/ sitates or misses, -

count along4with.him or,herfand belp
the child pointto each object.

4. When the child isconfiiden't,

another room. For examFle, say_

"Count the lights in your bedroom."
4 01,11-,

sa.

IM=M
IMMO

1E01=

.11O

NUM
MOM;
WINO
=Mb
*NOM
SEIM

IMMO
OEM

IMMO
MINIM
MEN
MINIM

=WM
MINIMa
=OM
=MO
MOMa
MEMO
MEM
=WMaIN NI

fIMMa
OIMM
MOM
MMM
AlMn
IMMO
IMMOa
MOM
ONIMPOI

MOM
MOM
IMMOa
MEM
MINIM
MMUS

I

Behavior Chart. Fill in the name of the room
being worked in, the item being ce5unted, and
the total number of items found. If help

was needed, circle the number.

Room Number

Monday
.

.

...A

Tuesday 9, i

Wednesday ,,

1,1

.

Thursday

.

.

,

Friday

.

. .

.

- J

,

Saturday

.

Sunday. . ,

.

e

7

4



Parent 11.coiding Sheet
IMO

/ Child's Name:

Teacher:

Developmental Area: Cognitive (Expressive Language)

Basic Goal

(child's name)

will identify objects

aheavy or lig'nt.
Ae

$4

Steps and Procedures

1: Place 1 heavy and 1 light object in
front Of the Child. For example, a

spoon and a 2 pound can.

Sal-: "The sr.soon is li'ght." Hand it

to the'ch'ild. 'Then say: "The can

is heaVY." Hand it to the child.

0

"):

3. Place Z.new objects i,r1 fron'Of the

youngster. Handhim/her 1 and ask,'
"Is it heavy? Or is it light?" Then

repeat with the other object. (Child

answers yes or no.)

4. Then ask, "Which is this, heavy or

liieht?" The child must answer this
question with either the word "heavy"
or the word "light."

5. Find a new-set of heavy and light
objects for each day.

Date Initiated:

Q

COGNITIVE 9:
Heavy or light

s,

Credit:' Yes No

IlllIfQTfIITII
Be av'ior Chart: Place an.'" in the column
whe the child completes' the activity.
Circle the "Y" if help was°given.

I

Answers
Yes or No

Uses Words
Heavy -Light

.londay,
. .

Tuesday , :

.

".

Wednesday

Thursday .

Friday
.

.

6

Saturday .

Sunday
.

.,,



Child's Name:

410Teacher.:

Developmental Area: Cognitive (Visual Perception)

Pareht RecOrdins Sheet, COGNITIVE 10:
Matching and
naming coins

Date Initiated:

Credit: Yes No



,v .Expraessive Language

ENCOURAGE EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE WITH THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:

1.. Saying "Hi" and ,"Bye"

2. Gesturing to mean "all gone"

jatipg with alflashlight

4.. am ng objects beginning with,'B'

5. Using rhymes'

6. Imitating tongue movements

7. Answeeing "what". question

8. Telling about pictures

.1



Child's Name:

Parent -N. Recording Sheet

Teacher;

Developmental Area: Expressive Language (Social)

Date Initiated:

EXPRESSIVE
,LANGUAGE 1:

Saying "hi" and
"bye",

Credit: Yes No

I



Parent Recording Sheet
Cbild's Name:

Teacher:

Developmental Area: Expressive Language

Date Initiated:

EXPRESSIVE
LANGUAGE 2:

Gesturing all .

gone

Credit: Yes No



4 Parent Recording Sheet
Child's Name: Date Initiated:

411Teachetl.

Developmental Area: Expressive Language (Receptive Language)

EXPRESSIVE
-LANGUAGE 3:
Naming, with a
flashlight

Credit: Yes No

;g1

Basic Goal ,IM11
mm.

will shine light on an

OM=

UM=
=mot

11==11

(child's name)

Object named and will name an object

you ,shine light on.

IM==MI
OEM/
MEM

=MO
IMMO
moms

=MI

Steps and Procedures

=.01

1.

2.

Use a small flashlight with an easy
switch in a semi -dark room. Say:

"Find a chair." "Find the clock."
etc.

Then say, "Tell me what I found."
Or "Tell me what you found."

1111
=MU

1111

JMMI
MOM

OMEN
MEM11

OMIN

IIMEMD

MEMO

=NMI

II 11111 111111 I III

Behavior Chart: Note child's performance,
in each activity (finds, names) with an "X",
in the appropriate column. Circle the "X"
if help was given.

Finds Name

Monday

Tuesday

.Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
..

Saturday

Sunday



Parent Recording Sheet
Ade

Child's Name: Date Initiated:*

/
411Teacher:

Credit:-Yes No

I

'EXPRESSIVE
LANGUAGE 4:
Naming objects

Developmental Area: Expressive Language (lipgnitive)



Parent Recording Sheet
Child's Name: Date Initiated:

Teacher:

Developmental Area: Expressive Language (Cognitiire)

EXPRESSIVE
LANGUAGE 5:
Rhymes

Credit: Yes No



Parent Recording Sheet
Child's Name:

Teacher:

Developmental Area: Expressive Language (Oral Motor):

Date Initiated:,

EXPRESSIVE
LANGUAGE 6:
Imitating

tongUe moves

Credit: Yes



Parent .Recording Sheet
Child's Name:

Teacher:

Developmental Area: Expressive Language (Social)

I

Date Initiated:

EXPRESSIVE
LANGUAGE 7:

Answering.
"what" questions

Credit: Yes No

Basic Goal

will answer to "What:is
(child's name)

(parent's or sibling's name)
doing?"

Stepp and Procedures

1. Ask "What am I doing?"!.., when you are

. engaged in a common activity such as
dish washing.

2. If the child hesitates, say "washing
dishes." Then say, "Tell me, 'washing
dishes',"

Choose different household activities'
of different family members.

4. Repeat twice daily with new action.

,emmosib

II I III 1111111111111111111111 III 111111ii111111

Behavior Chart: Name the action in each
itrial and circle it if help was given.

Please record on back if more activities
are-used each day.

Trial 1 Trial 2

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
v.

...

1

Thursday

Friday

Saturday -

Sunday



.

Parent Recording Sheet
Name:

TANGUAGE1:
Telling about
icturesChild's ,- Date Initiated:

..

Teacher: Credit: Yes No

Developmental Area: Expressive Language (Visual Perception)



. Receptive Language

ENCOURAGE RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:

1. Answering with gesture's

2. Answering with a spotlight

3. Finding objects

4. Playing with shakers

5. Making animal sounds

6. Repeating sound patterns

7. Answering questions about animals

8. Answering "what if..."

4



'Child's blame:

Parent Recording Sheet

.41/Teacher:

Developmental Area: Receptive Language

Date Initiated:

RECEPTIVE
IINGUAGE 1:

Answering with
geptures

Credit: Yes No



Child's Name:

Teacher:

Parent cording /Sheet

4

f-Developmental Area: Riceptfve Language (ignitive).

"Date Initiated:

4
1RECEPTIVE

'LANGUAGE 2:
Answering with
a spotlight

Credit: Yes. No



_Child's Name:

Itrerrt Recording Sheet
Date Initiated:

RECEPTIVE.

LANGUAGE 3:
Finding objects

111re'acher: Credii: Yes
$

Developmental Area: Receptive-Language",(Visual Perception, Expressive Language)
la



Parent Recording Sheet
. Child's Name:

AillTeache;:

Developmental Area: Receptive Language

mummommatimmummiimmimmummillimmimmummumimmummummumminimmiim

Date Initiated:

RECEPTIVE
LANGUAGE 4:
Playing with
shakers

Credit: Yes No

Basic Goal

will sort shakers into
(child's name)

two categories:, those which make noise

and those which don't make noise.

Steps and Procedures

1. Use film Or candy containers (cird-
board or plastic, 6 in all). Place
beans in 3, keep 3 empty.

2. Shake 1 which makes noise. Then,
"Does it make noise?" Answer if
the child doesn't.

3. Ask the child to shake the same box.
Then ask him or her: "Does it make
noise?"' Again, answer "yes" if
child doesn't.

4. Now follow the same prIcedure,with
an empty container.

'5. Tell the child,'find all the ones
that make noise.

.6. Shake each one with the child if
he/she needs the assistance.

MEMO

MEMO

Behavior Chart:' Write in the number of each
kind of container the child finds. Circle
the number if help was given.

' Noisy Empty

Monday
.

Tuesday

.
.

Wednesday

Thursday

.

... - ,

Friday

.

Saturday ,

V

Sunday

--,

t



Parent Recording Sheet
Child's Name: Date Initiated:

RECEPTIVE
LANGUAGE 5:

-Making animal
sounds

411Teacher: Credit: Yes No

Developmental Area: Receptive Language



Child's Name:

Parent Recording Sheet

*Teacher:

Developmental Area: Receptive Language

Date Initiat4:

RECEPVIVE
LANGUAGE0:
Repeating
sound patterns

Credit: Yes No

Basic Goal

will imitate a sound
(child's name)

pattern made by Mom, Dad, or sibling.

Steps and Procedures

1. Use such actions ap clapping hands,
hitting table, hitting a can,
clapping cymbals.

2. Start with 1 easy pattern: e.g.,

2 short; or 3 long, or 1 long and
1 short.

3. Reverse roles when child imitates
easily and understands long, short,
loud, 4nd soft.

4. If child doesn't imitate, hold his
or her hands and help.

MOM

UMW
1111111

'MEMO1MI

111I
MEM

Behavior Chart: Note the sound pattern
used in the appropriate column. If rap
was required show'this with a check mark.

Imitates Reverses Role

Monday
_

--

-

. d

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Triday
.

.

Saturday .

,

Sunday

,



Parent Recording Sheet
Child's dame:

Teacher:

Developmental Area: Receptive Language (Cognitive)

Date Initiated:

lrt
RECEPly.
LANGpAd..
Inswerliigques-
tiont 'about

animals

Credit: Yes No



Parent Recording Sheet
Chiles Name:

"'Teacher:

Developmental Area: Receptive Language (Cognitive)

Date Initiated:

RECEPTIVE
LANGUAGE=8:-

Answering
"what if..."

Credit: Yes



Iitring Impaired

ENCOURAGE DEVELOPMENT OF THE HEARING IMPAIRED CHILD WITH THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:

Imitating open ("ahh") and closed ("mmm") mouth sounds

-2. -Imitating cries and laugh

3. Responding to sign and voice requests

4. Signing more up

5. Signing yes or no

6. Signing drink or eat

7. Following and giving sign directions for sit, stand, jump, fall down

8; Signing boy or girl



Child's Name:

Parent Recording -Sheet
Date Initiated:

Teacher:

Developmental Area: Expressive Language ral, Motor)

HEARING IMPAIRED
Imitating mouth
sounds

ApCredit: Yes No



Child' s Name:

Tesdher:

Parent Recording Sheet HEARING
.

luaNtTnI=D:
and laugh

Date Initiated:

Credit: Yes No

Developmental` Area: Expressive Language 1



Child's Name:

Parent Recor Sheet
Date Initiated:

HEARING IMPAIRED

Responding to
sign and voice
requests

STeacher:
Credit: Yes No

, J
Developmental Area: Receptive Language



Parent Recording Sheet
Child's Name:

Teacher:

Developmental Area: Expressive Language

Date Initiated:

HEARING IMPAIRED
Signing more up

Credit: Yes No

' Basic Goal

will sign "more up"
(child's name)

for gimmic pop up toy.

Steps and Procedures

1. Pop toy once.

2. Sign and speak "more up." Then

Pop the toy.

3. Say (sign) to the child "Tell

me 'more up'." Mold his or her

hands if necessary.

4, Do 2 times each day.

111111111111111111111

Materials Needed

Simple spring pop-up toy.

-fin lily or Comments

Refer

111

=MN
111111M
Am MO
MI=
11.111111BI
IMMO

=MEI
IMMO

MEM

IMMO
AMMO

=NM

111111111,

=MB

111111111111111 11111111111

Behavior Chart: Mark an "x" in the
appropriate box when the child signs
"more up."

Help No help _

Monday
1

2

Tuesday
1

Wednesday
1

.Thursday
1

2

Friday
1 . 1

2

Saturday 1

2

Sunday
1

2 '

.
.

111111111

to A Basic Cotr-d-i-n Manual Communication, p. 33,

80

4 "`



Parent Recording Sheet
Child's Name:

Teacher:

Developmental Area: Expressive Language (Cognitive)

Date Initiated:

HEARING IMPAIRED
Signing yes or
no

Credit:.Yes No

1110

Basic Goal

(child's name)
will sign yes or no to

t1141 if each container makes a sound.

(Gestures may be used).

Steps and Procedures

1. Place 2 containers (e.g., plastic
jugs) by child. One container

_should have rice in it, 1 should
be empty.

2. Shake the noisy container. Ask the
child: "Does it make noise?"
(sign noise). If the wrong answer
is given say: "Yes it makes
noise.",

3. Place 6 containers (1 empty and 3
with rice) before jhe child and
ask for each-dontaine : "Does
this one make noise. The child
must sign yes or no to eac4044estion.

11=1111

1111111111111111111111111111111 1111111

Behavior Chart : Mark an "X" in the
appropriate box when the child signs the
appropriate response to your six questions.

Help No help

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

40

Thursday
. .

Friday
,

Saturday

_

....-"

_-,

---

--_
Sunday _-,



Child's Name:

Parent Recording Sheet
Date Initiated:

HEARING IMPAIRED
Signing drink
and eat'

111,
Teachdr:

Credit: Yes No

Developmental Area: Expressive Language (Cognitive)

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 III
Basic Goal

will sign eat or drink
(child's name)

for appropriate pictures.

Steps and Procedures

1. Place 2 drinks and 2 chewable foods
on the table (e.g., juice, soda,
bread, cheese).

/
2. Hold up the juice (or first drink)

and sign drink.
4

3. Hold u the bread (or first food)
and si n eat. 4

4. Repeat the two steps-for the wother
food. and drink.

5.. Coliect5 pictures of dillnks and
foods.

-6.' Sign drink and-ask thpchild to
_point to a drink.

7. Then hold up l_picture and ask the
child to mace_ -the appropriate sj..,grr1"--

- -meat_ or drink.

11111111111[11111111111

Behavior Chart Place an "X" in any or
all four boxes as appropriate. Circle
the "X" if child needed help.

EAT DRINK
Points Signs ' Points Signs

Monday

,

Tuesday
.

.

.

Wednesday

Thursday
...,

Friday
,

..-,=._:.. .

___-----

Saturday
. .

.

Sunday
.



Child's Name: ;

Teacher:-

Developmentil Ar oa:' 6Re.deptive;, Expressive Language

ecor ing.- :-Sheet HEARING IMPAIRED-,
4

,

Fallowing and
.'

giving direction:

'Date tni.11ated:-

. . ., _- -Credit: Yes '

111,11111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111911111111111111111111111111111111111111M11111111111111M1111111111111i111
a .

, - .

ig Behafrior.Chart: Write' the action in the
.' 7.... apptopriate box. dircle the action if the-

--'-child ieguired'assistance,-- '
- will follow directions-

-

. Basic -Goal

will follow directionS-
::(ohilds name)

And givAsigns for sit, 'stand, jump, .

fAl.1 down:

Steps and Procedures

pPlay with 2 ,or,..3 earkily members.
. .

Parent signs4umPa said Point to a
.--

person who jumps: Parent
signs jump to the child. If he or
she hesitates, give help.

. F;llow the proceduteloi each,action.
*. -

. 'Then say: gNoW-you4tell,us." If the
child hesitates, help'hiM or her

-sign and you follow the direction=.

Follows Gives Signs
Directions Directions

Monday
ft

.

. ,

Tuesday
.:..

.-

.

.

--...

Wednesday , i
.

.
.

. ' ..

.

Thursday

Friday

'Saturday

. .

Sunday
.

r!

.

. .

. A

.

,

.

1111111111111111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111
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Child's Na:ae:
r, '

:teacher:

Developmental Area: Expressive Language (Cognitive)

Parent Icecoitting §heet.
Date Initiated:

HEARIN4 IMPAIRED.
.gning boy and
irl

Credit: Yes No

. Basic Goal = Behavior Chart: Put'an Px' in the
appropriate box to indicate that he or she

will sign boy or girl gave the correct sign for boy/girl.
(child's name)

.
=MEM

for appropriate picture.

Steps and Procedures

1. Collect S'pictures of each sex.

2. Place 1 girl picture-in front of the
child and sign girl. Then help the----
child sign girl.

3. Follow the procedure with a picture
cf a boy.

4. The, place 2 pictures before the
child and point to one. Ask the
child tO indicate, the gender of
the one you are pointing to by
signing girl or bops. Give answer
in sign to help.

When'child can all sets of 2
(boy and child), place all 5.pictures
out at once. Tell -the child,

find all th&giras,'then all the
boys. o

=NMI

SWINE
=1110
=NMI01

.06119
011,

MM.
Mow
1111701
=Edna

10
1111
MM.MDa
NM=
=NM
=Ma
IMIMM

=MMII
=MI6

110NMEN

1001,=M.

M1=1
mom=

NM=
HM0011

BOY `GIRL
Help No help Help No help

Monday

.

. f!

Tuesday

1)

i

Wednesday
-

Thursday
.

-

.

0 _

.

.

.

Friday
.

.

Satutday

-

.

..

..-

Sunday

-

,

,

.

,



Gross Motor

ENCOURAGE 'GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES .f

1. Crawling for toys

2. Pushing sticks into play dough

\ 3. Throwing a Soft ball

4._ Imitating actions

.:. 5. Walking a path

6. Jumping on colors

7. Walking on obstacle courk;e

0k-

Ot

ti

=



Parent ftecording ; Sheet GROSS :

Crawling
MOTOR

for
1

toys

OW
-mirmwmChild's Name: 0
Date Initiated:

410"Teacher:

Developmental Area Gross Motor (Receptive Language)

Crddit: Yes ;No



Parent Recordingg Sheet
Child's Name:

AlWreaCher:

IlemlOpmental Area: Gross Motor (Receptive Language)

Date Initiated:

GROSS MOTOR 2:
Pushing sticks
into play'dough

Credit: Yes No

111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111IIIMMIM1111111111111111111111111111M11111111111111111111011111111111111

Behavior Chart: Place an "X' in the
appropriate boxes.

Ba'sio' Goal

will push sticks into a°
(child's name)

lump of play dough and then pull them

out:

I

Stepsand Procedures

1:--ueS sticks andhome-madeplAy dough.

2. Push 1 stick into the dough. Then
tell the child: "you push in the
rest of the sticks." Hand the stiAcks
to him or her 1 at a time. If the
child hesitates, place your hand
over his or hers and push.

1.

3% Then say, "Now pull them out."

4. Next, vary the directions: tell the
childto put,some in, to take others
out, etc. ,

Mmi=MI

a
=VIM
=MOM
MEM
MENEM
MEOW
IMMM
mimm
dimmima
IMMINM
MMM

a11
MINIM
=NM
OM=
MINIM
MIMM
MEM
OIMM

IIMr

a
=NM
IMMOa
SEM=

wiwooaa

0.11110

MIM
OM=

WPM

Pushed if? Pulls out
nelp .T..) nelp -nelp No ILea.p

Monday

Tuesday
.

Wednesday
.

Thursday

1

.

Friday
-

.
.

..4

%
Saturday

.

.

. .

.

.

.
y.

,

.

'Sunday

. .
.

.

a .
.



Parent Recording Sheet
Child's Name: Date Initiated:

Teacher: I

Developmental Area: Gross Motor

11111111111111111111111111111111111111

Basic Goal

(child's name)

GROSS MOTOR 3:
Throwing a soft
ball

Credit: Yes * No

will throw a soft ball

into abig arm chair.

Steps and Procedures

1, JP14CAyour_hand over_ the_
and go through the,motion of
throwing the ball into theachair.
Start 3 inchet or so from the chair.

2. When the. cbild starts to do the action
on hifs or her own, stop helping..

increase the distancA as the child's
skill increases. .

Allow three trials ,each time this
activity is done. Do the activity
twice daily. . ,

111111111111111111111111111111114111111111.11111111111111ffill

Behavior Chart: Note the number of trials.
Circle the number if help was given.

3' inches 11/2 feet 3 feet

Monday 1
2

---.

.

Tuesday
1 .

2

1
Wednesday2

...
,

_

Thursday
1

2
_

:

1
Friday .

2

4 '

1
.Saturday ,4

1
Sunday ei



Parent Recordihg Sheet
Child's Name:

9acher:

Developmental Area:., Gross mo tOr (Social)

Date Initiated:

GROSS MOTOR 4:
Imitating action

Credit: Yes No

JII111IIIIIII1IIR1111IIIIIIIIII11111[1111111111111111111111111111 III11111111111111111 11

Basic Goal

will imitate and
(child's name)

demonstrate actions for "Everybody Do

This.'

Steps and Procedures

iaarent aingiblings stand in.a
circle.

2. One person stands-in middle and
performs an action, all must
irgitate while singing:

"Everybody do this, do this, do this.
Ever'ybody do this just like me."

3. If child doesn't imitate the action,
give assistance.

4. Allow the'child a turn as leader as
soon as he or she seems'ready.

IMMO.

=l
1111
111111

a
MEM
MM=I

111
=MO
=MN
MOM

111

aal
WV=
MAIM
MOO
IMMIM

1MI

a

MN=
Inint

=NW
ENNIO

=MEM
IMMO
IMONN

maw
momamimme
mom
1WWIIa

Behavior Chart: Write in the action and
circle it if help was given.

a

a

Imitates Demonstrates

Monday
. .

if
Tuesday

Wednesday

---
1:

Thursday

.

'Friday

.

,

_
Saturday

tr---

.

,

, .

$

Sunday

.

.
.

..

.

1111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111011111111011 Inn
Materials Needed

.

1111 None.

11

=nary or Comments AO.

ti



Parent Recording Sheet
Child's Name:

Teacher: ' .

Developmental Area: Grass Motor

Date Initiated:

GROSS MOTOR 5:
Walking a path

Credit: Yes No

Basic Goal

will walk between 2
(child's name)

'.pieces of tape on the floor.

Ill 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11

a
nI

Steps and Procedures

1. Place 2 strips of tape on the,,,floor,
1 foot apart and 6 feet long,

2. Walk between tape strips to ...

demonstrate.

3. Have the child .walk between the
strips. If child has trouble,
walk behind and guide him or her
with your hands on the child's
shoulders.

4. When the child walks this path
without' stepping on or outside,the
strips, change thA tape to a 5"
width.

Behavior Chart: Note the number of times
child steps outside of strips., Circle the
number if help was giyen.

1 foot 5 feet

Monday-
1.

Tuesday

.

Wednesdv

c

Thysday

sg

i

-,..,

-,
1
)

Friday ..

Saturday

Sunday
.

.

.



;

Child's Name:

Teacher:

Parent Recording Sheet GROSS MOTOR 6:
Jumping on colors

(

Developmental Area: Gross Motor (Cognitive)

Date Initiated:

Credit: Yes No



9.

Child's Name:

Parent Recording Sheet
All 0

711. 'teacher:,

Developmental Area: Gross Motor (Cognitive)

GROSS MOTOR 'fr
Walking an
obstacle course

Date Initiated:

Credit: Yel No

111111111111111111-11111111111111111111111111111111111111t11111111ill
I111111111U11111111111111mInitimilinillEllim1111111H1

. basic Goal .Behavior Chart: Write actions required.

will follow the obstacle
(child's name)

course setup by parent or sibling.

Steps and Procedures

1. Begin with'3 easy actions: e.g.,
step over.alpaper, crawl under a
'table, sit ona'chair.

2. The next day, change to a new
set of 3aotions.

3'.

iir

. .

he 3rd day, begin with 4 actions.
When'the.child is Ooing well with

,4, move to 5. .

4. Reverse ,role's, so that child leads

yOu through a,course bk aryshe
cieates.

1

I

0

Help No'help

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
.

...

Friday

Saturday ,

i.:

Sun.5lay

. .



Fine Motor

ENCOURAGE FINE MOTOR DEVELOPMENT WITH THE FOLLOWINGSACTIVIWES:

is Using clothes pins

2. Raking with fingers

3. Manipulating play dough

4. Tearing and wadding and stuffing

5. Drawing c4ro14t

9

4

4



Child's Name:

Parent Recording Sheet

41, Teacher:

Developmental Area: Fine Motor (Cognitive)

Date Initiated:

FINE MOTOR
Using clothes
pins

Credit: Yes
4

Basic Goal-

will pull clothes.pits
(child's name) - 1.

..

off and'place on edge of container.

I

.4

Steps and Pr ocedures-
- .4*

1. Place clothes pins around the edge
of a container.t. Tell"the child
to pull them off and place in, elle
container. Hold your eand over he
child's if help is needed: **.

.;

. 2. Next, place the'cloeheI pins 'all
-over:the child's clothing.

3. Tell the child:. "Pull pins off
the arms (or shoulders or shirt
or pants, 'etc.)."

Safety note: Avoid containers with sharp
. 2-its. A plastic or ratOper,

pair with-a thick and soft
rim is ideal for this
activity.

r10

IWO=

=NM&

MEM

MN=
SZEMI

111a
SAWN
MEM

IP
OEMS
=MIMI
=MIS11
MEMIM
M"

11=0
MMD

MEM

MEW

INMI=
=MM

1111

MINN1=I
=NMI

Behavior Chart: Write in number of pins.
Circle number if help was given,

a

Container Clothing
.

Monqay

.

.

..

..

.

Tuesday,,,
.

.

Wednesday
.

.

1

Thursday

.

.

,

Friday

.

.

,

.

.

.

Saturday
.

..,t
;

.

%.

Sunday
.

.

...

.

-.

.



thild's Name:

Paren Recording Sheet

OTgacher:

Developmental Area: 'Fine Motor

Date Initiated:

FINE MOTOR 2:"'
Raking with
fingers

Credit: Yes No



Parent °Recording Sheet FINE MOTOR 3:
Manipulating
splay dough

Child's Name:
Date Initiated:

Teacher:
Credit: Yes No

Developtental Area Fine Motor (Social)



Parent , Remrding Shoet
wadding and
Tearing and
FINE MOTOR 4:

Child's Name:. 14 Date Initiated:
stuffing

Tea.cher:,
Credit: Yes No

Developmental Area: Fir* Motor



4

Parent Recording
o

FINE MOTOR 5:
Drawing circles

Child's Name: Date Initiated: -.

Teaches: 4
Credit: Yes No

44

Developmental Area: Finp Motor (Cognitive)



O

ENC:JURA,SE DEVELPMENT Oi SELT-HELF SKILLS WITH THE FOLLOWIW: ACTIVITIES:

1. Using'a spoor: with assistance 6

2. Va'shing hands

3. Pullin° ur socks

4. slitting on the pots,

5.i Pouring drinks

Choosinc to for Flay%

7.' Picking ,up `clothes

8. t!.c table

101



Parent Recording Sheet SELF-HELP 1:
Using a spoon

, .

.

Child's Namer
,4

Date Initiated:

..Teacher':
.

Credit: Yes No

Developmental Area: Sel-help (Spooning)

Baiit Goal

will feed self.'w]..th a

(child's name) t

spoon by c-aspinc parent's fingers.

which are clamped onto spoon..

Steps and Procedures

O.%

1. 'Place the handleof a spoon
between 2,of.your fingers.

2. Have the child put his-or a-
wncic han3 your 2 fin::ers.

3. Scoop some food 'and bing it to
the child's mOul-..h.

40;?

4. Praise the child fora feeding

hims*lf orhereelf.

S. If the child lets go of your
fingexs.atstop feeding. Let

the child rest,' and then start

.6

\-
Materials Needed

Spoon, s4icky

Summai-v'oi,Comments

7

IN
MUM
INIMM
OMM
MIMEO
MOM

UMM
OMM
MIMS
MMMown
WM=

MEM
=MED
MEM

MEM
MIME
MOM

MIMED

IMMO

NM=
=MED
MEM
MMIM
MEM

=WM
,MMO

MIMEO

MOM

OMM
MOM

=MD
MOM

MIMS
=MOM
MUM
=MEI

=WM
=MEM

MOM
MIMM
MOM
IMMO

a
MINM
MOM
=NM
UMW

Man
IMIMM
MOM
MEM
SIMM
MN=
=MO

ailUMM

IMMO

MEM
MEMM
MEMO
MEMO
MUM
=MED
IMMO
UMW

Behavior Chart: Comment on strengtil

sand placement ofchild's grasp and
whether' or' not he. or she continued

to hold onto your finTers

Parent's Action- Chilc:'s Action

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

a.

Thursday

4
Friday

Saturday

unday

NIO

A



Child's Name:

Parent Recording Sheet
4.

.Date Initiated:

SELF-HELP 2:
Washing hands

Tekher:
.

Credit: Yes No

Developmental Area:

11101111111111111111111111111111111111111111MIMMIMM1111111111111111111111111110111111111111111MIMMIUM11111111111

Behavior Chart. inaicate"4-th an 'X"
when the fhild completes each activity

will wash own hands Circle the "X".if help was 'needed.

Basic Goal

(child's :lane)

=WM
MEM
WNW

MN=
=WM
MEM

2 times each day.
FM.

t

Seeps and Procedures

1. Demonstrate ho., you your h

2., Then, so the child can reach the
sink, provide a step stocsl. Tell

the C:1::: "Nc.z, you wash. Your'

3% Then demonstrate how.-to dry hands.--

-showing the child which towel to
use and how to keep the tolicel-from

coming off the rack.

ci

t

MI=
NEM,

MEM
MEM

MEM
=MEI
MMM

WEI

I/=/M

MOM
MIMSMan

=MINI

,

Wash Dry

Monday .

1 1

.

1Tuesday

.. .... .

2

.

. 1

,

.Wednesday
.

11 1 '

s

Thursday 2
.

.

.

.

L
;,..

.

,

,

,

Friday
2

.
ti

1. .. .

Saturday
2

.
'

-

1,- ...
Sunday

.

2

-

-

-
.. , .



Child's Nate::

Parent* Recording Sh6et
c. I5ate

SELF-HELP 3:
Pulling up
socks

f
"'Teacher: Credit: Yes .No

Developmental Area: Self-help (Fine Motor)



Parent Recording eet
Child's Name:

eTeactier:

Developmental Area: self -held (Potty training)

Date Initi ted:

Cre

SELF-HELP 4:
Sitting on
the potty

t: Yes No

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111110111111111111111111MMIMM111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Behavior Chart : wra.te in\longes.t number
of hours dsy. each day,' Corlment on

difficulties.or problems.

Basic'Goal

cild's name)
will wear pants each day.

Steps and Procedures

1. -Buy new pants for the child. Allow
'the youngsteto choose them to
stimulate interest.

2. 'Then em3hasii-E: "Tell Mom m-:: (or

Daddy) when you need the potty to
keep your pants.dry.."

3. Also, set the timer for every 30
minutes. Tell the child when the
bell rings: "It's-time to try
the potty."

4. Reward each cooperative reponse
to try. Appropriate reinforcement
may'intlude: trOts, favored'
activity or verbal Praise.

NP
lawMa

IM
MEIM

IMME1
=MOS
OIMM
MEM
MENEM
11141101

410M
IMMM

=MO
4MM
limMM
MIMMO

NOM
13111

SI MO
NIIM

11

MIMS

111111
IMMO
=IMO

Una=
=1100
MIMED

IMMO

MEM
MOS
SUMM
=WM
MOM
=WM
=SIM
=MI

Monday

4
Tuesday

Wednesday .

.

.

.

Thursday

Friday .

.

41,

.

Saturday

.

__,'

Sunday
, -.

.

.

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111MMI

MaIerialq Needed

Timer, bell, new undero,pants.

Summary or Comments

$
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. Parent Recording Sheet. SELF-WELP 5:
Pouring drinks

Child's Name:

"reacher:

'Developmental Area:
Self-help (Visual Perceptidn)

t
f

Date Initiated:

Credit: Yes, No

11111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111IIIMMIIIIIMPIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMM111111111111111111111111111101111111

Behavior Chart When the child completes
ks

the pouring, place an "X" in the appropriate
box. Circle the "X" if help wad given.

Basic Goal

will pour own drink.
(child's name)

Stefr5 and Procedures

1. Provide a small, handy pitcher
with a snap 'top.

. .

2. Demonstrate for the child how to
steady a glass with the left hand
and,pour from the pitcher with the
right.

3. Because the child may spill, have
a sponge ready for cleaning up.'
Just say "Let's cliean up and
try again."

4. Vie child must pour twice each
day.

411

mom
mom
mom
an=
mom
MINN*

IMMO
IMMO

MINIM
MIMS

=MI
ImmB

\.,

Monday
. ..

.

\

Tuesday

k

.

.

.

.

.,

. --=

Wednesday
.

.

.

)

Thursday

. .

Friday

.

Saturday
.

,..,

.

. \

Sunday
I *

-- ..

II

Materials Needed

II11,4111111111111111ITIFIIIIIIIIIIIII1U1111I1111111 III

Small pitcher with snap top, small, pldstic glass, sponge.

'
Summary or Cgmments



.Child's Name:

Teacher:

Parent Recording Sheet

" Deyelopmental Area; Self-hel% (Social)

Date Initiated:

Sg,LF-HEq
Choosing toys
for,play

Credit.: Yes No



. 4

-SELF-HELP 7:

0

Parent ----ReCoiding Sheet;tPicking up
clothes

Child's Name: Date Initiated:

eacher: - Credit: Yes No

3elf-ahelp (Motor)`Developmental Area:

m=m.ipamio,



Parent Recording I Sheet
Child's Name:

I

Teacher:

Developmental Area:

4

Self-help (Gross Motor)

SELF-HELP 8:
Clearing'the
table

DaitTnitiated:

. Credit: Tes. No



a t

'ENCOURAGE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TACTILE 'SENSE WITH THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES;

1. Filling a cup with rise

2. Playing with cornstarch'

3. 'Identifying objects throUgh touching''

4. Identifying heavy and.light

- 5. Finding rough and smooth

'ctfle



..4 .3 .,
. '\71-% 1

.. Parent Ketoraing
--y

.

Sheet
.

1

TACTILE 1:

Filling a cup
with rice

Child's`-Name: ,
.

Date Initiated: ,....

Teacher:
.

.diedit: Yes No
.

.

Developmental Area: Tactile (Fine Motor) .



Parent Recoraing Sheet 1
Playing with
c

I 'TACTILE 2:

ornstarch

Child's.Name: Date Initiated:

Teachert, 4
Credit: Yes No

- DevelopmentakArea: Tactile (Fine Motor),

IMMIHMIHIMMIMMIIMIHMOMMIMMIMMI00110 H
Basic Goal 4T j

will manipulate
(child's name).

cornstarch mixture.

e b

Steps and Procedures

1. Mix'cornstach, water and food
'color in a wash basin, until the
texture Is; silky smooth.

% 7

2. ,Ask the,cAild to heap mix in
more cold..

3. If theChid.d is reluctant to
, get his -or her hands into the

mixture4ive him or her a large
spoon or,spatula to use.

4. Have the,child perform several
actions which allow him or her
to gettherfeelingn of the
mixture's texture. For example:
swish, .4SMOoth,,pour it into
pitcher: ,

IMEN
=m1
OMNI

tIMM.111

~MN

111
IMED

EMM

NM=

pehavior Chart : Note amount of tjime spent
with this activity.

Alone With person

ftmM
MIMM,V
.71M
SIMS
OMNI
SIMS

MEW
MMEll
MIMM
MIMED
=MO
SOMM

Monday .

Tuesday

Wednesday .

.

Thursday

.

Fiiday

#

.

.

. .

.

S7urday ..

Sunday

.

A0

1111101111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111MHIMMIIIIIIMMIMMIMMIMMIMMIMMIMMIMMI

Materials Netded

,*
Cornstarch, water,, food -colbr, wash basin, large spoon or spatula.

Pr'

7- ,

-Summar or.tomments
*

112
=

0`



Parent Recoiding Sheet
-

Chil4' Name: Date Initiated:

-Teacher:

Delielopmentaf Area: , Tactile (Expresive Language)
,

TACTILE 3:
Identifying

objects through'
touching

Credit: Yes No



Parent 'Recoliding Sheet
Child's Name:

Teacher:

/' Developmental Area: Tactile (Cognitive).

Date Initiated:

I

TACTLE 4: ,

fdentitying

'IleaVy.:and light

-"Credit: Yes No

rP



_Parenf Recording Sheet
Child's Name:

Teacher:

Lvelopmenthl. Area: Tactile (Cognitive)

Date Initiated:

,

TACTILE 5:'.
Finding rough
and smooth

C're'dit: Ye's No



'Tsui PercePtiori,

'
SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT OF VISUAL PERCEPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING ACTIVI.TIES:

Turning to see

.2. 'Pairing socks

3. Seeing traffic light colors

4. KnOwing what's missing .

) 5. Matching samplesC.
6. Recreating patterns

1 6



.

1.

Parent RecOkding Sheet
Child's Name:

411 Teacher:

Developmental Area: Visual 13erceptionY.

Date Initiated:

VIGUAL
PERCEPTION 1: .

Turninc to see

Credit: Yes No



-11,11%. Parent Recording' Sheet
Child's Name: , Date Initiated: .

Teacher:

DeV'elopmental Area: Visual Perception (Cognitive, Fine Motor)

VISUAL
PERCEPTION 2:
Pairing socks

Credit: Yes No



Parent ttecording Sheet
Child's Name: 4"1" Date Initiated:

VISUAL
PERCEPTION 3:
Seeing traffic
light colors

Tea Cher:
Credit: Yes No ,

\
'Developmental Area:* Visual Pe'rception (Cognitive, Expressive Language)

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Basic Goal

will tell mom or dad
(child's name)

,when traffic light turns green to go,

or red for sypp.

Steps and Procedures

1. When walking and you see a red 44

light, say: "Red light, stop."
,Then say, "Tell me when green
comes, then we can go."

2. If the child's attention drifts,
keep asking, "Is it green yet?"

3. If the child doesn't see the green,
when it comes, say: "There it is.
Zell me green."

4. Next, play the game while driving.

IMMO

SM11

11L'
SWIM

MEM

IMMO
IIMINIII

1111
WNW
MEM.
OMNI,

Behavior Chart When the child recognizes
the lights, place an "X" in the appro-
priate box., Circle the "X" if help was'
given.

Green Red

".

Mo% nday
1

Tuesday
.

Wednesday .

Thursday

AV

.

Friday

t

\

Saturday

,

.
.

.

.

Sunday



Child's Name:

Parent Recording Sheet

Teacher:

A
Developmental Area: VieuaI Perception (Cognitive)

Basic Goal

will tell mom or dad
(child's name)

whiCh of 5 objects is missing.

Steps and Procedures

''1. Place 5 familiar objects on a table.

N.

2. Point to end name each for the child.

3. Ask the child to repeat each name
after you' say it.

4. Tell child: "Cover your eyes and
1 object will hide."

5. When the child uncovers his or her
eyes and if he or she hesitates,
point to the empty space and then
name the 4 objects left. Point
back to the empty space and ask,
"What was here?"

6. When the child can name 1 missing
object, take ? away.

Date Initiated:

VISUAL

PERCEPTION 4:
Knowing what's
missing,

Credit: Yes No

Behavior Chart:, Name all objects used.
Under "1" note the object removed. Under
2 note, the second object removed. Circle
the-object if help was needed

Objects Used 1 2

Monday.

Tuesday

%.

Wednesday

Thursday

it.

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 M1B11111.{11111111111H11 1M111111

Materials Needed

411

5 familiar objects.

Summary or Comments

4 J"

NI

4



Parent Recording Sheet VISUAL
PERCEPTION

Matching samples

Child's-Name: - Dateolnitiated:

Teacher: Credit: Yes No

Developmental Aiea: Visual Perception



Child's Name:

Pay ent Recording Sheet

Teacheri

.Developmental Area: Vis .1 Perception

Date Initiated:

/ISUAL
PERCEPTION 6:
Recreating
patterns

Credit: Yes No



6r ENC,OURAGE DEVELOPMENT OF THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED. CHILD WITH THE
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:

Isua ly rnpaIied

Nesting can

Imitating. sound patterns

- 3. Matching objects

4. Naming parts of toy animals

S. Sorting bristle " blocks

- 6:, Identifying ' "b bag" objects

'
Counting objects.

Naming the 'missing fruit,..
Removing-peg

CountinNOt on dice'

3.14. Naming. animals

12_. Placing cibjeCts (prepositions)

-a --
timing; geometric th'apeS _

_

epeatp.ng the magic sentence



Child's Name:

.Teacheal

Parent ecording Sheet

Developmental area: cognitive

Date Initiated:.

VISUALLY
VIPAIRED 1:
Nestin cans

Credit: Yes No



Child's Name:

Teacher:

Parent Recording = Sheet
Date Initiated:

4/ 7

.-Developmental Area: Auditory Perception

VISUALLY
IMPAIREY 2:

IMitating
sound patterns

Credit: Yes No

O



anent Recordi Shehett(r VI'UALLY,
IMPAIRED 3:

Matching objects

Developmental Area: Cognitive

1111111111111H111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111

(child ;s nam)

are the- same.

wig match objects that

.Date Initiated:

Credit: Yes No

Behavior Chart: Place" an ,"X" in the

appropriate box when the child completes
the activity. Circle the "X" if help
was giveh.

4i ,
Stetis%and Procedures

% .

SpIllt',5-P identical: objects between

2 bagS. spoon,'ball'dog biscuit,
,comb, etex

2. Havethe child pu11,1 object from-
1.bag'Ahd place- :it-on the-table;
If he'or she can't name it, help

Thep hive-the child feel inside the
Other bagtb locate the identical
-.object.

,

.

Objects matched- Objects named

Monday

/ $

.

Tueiday

Wednesday
.

.

.

..

Thursday,

Friday -

.

.

VPe

Saturday

-

.

Sunday vw

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 I

teriala Feeded

sgts .9f __hdusehord objects, baps or 2 containers.

.1

126
Wil=MW
Vg-44`



arent Recording Sheet
'Childls'Name: Date Initiated:

Teacher:

Developmestal-Area: Cognitive

VISUALLY
IMPAIRED 4:
Naming,Terts
of toy animals

tr

Credit: Yes No



arenit Reco,rding Sheet
Child's Name: Date Initiated:

Teacher:

Developmental Area:

.

Fine Motor

/
VISUALLY
IMPAIRED 5i
Sorting briStle
blocks

-4

Credit: Yes No



Child's Name:

Teacher:

Parent, Recording Sheet

DeVelopmental Ared: Expressive Language

Date Initiated:

VISUALLY
IMPAIRED 6:

Identifying
"b" objects

Credit: Yel No



Pareht ecording Sheet
Child's Name: Date Initiated:

VISUALLY
IMPAIRED 7:
Counting objects

*Teacher: Credit: Yes No

Developmental Area: Cognitive



Parent Recording Sheet
Child's Name:

410Teacher:

Developmental Area: Cognitive

Date Initiate:

VISUALLY
IMPAIRED 8:

Naming the
missing fruit

Credit: Yes No

0



areAt Recording Sheet
011.1dis Name:

0

Teacher:

DevelopmentalArea: rine Moor

Date Initiated:

VISUALLY
IMPAIRED 9:
Removing pegs

Credit: Yes No



Child's Name:

Teacher:

Parent Recording Sheet

Developmental Area: Cognitive

41-

VISUALLY
IMPAIRED 10:
Counting dots
on dice

.

Date Initiated:

Credit: Yes No



Parent -Recol\clinei Sheet
Chiles Nante

Teacher:

Developmental Area: Cognitive

.),

Date Initiated:

VISUALLY
IMPAIRED 11:
Naming animals

Credit: Yes No



Parent Recording Sheet
Child's Name:

Teacher:

Developmental Area: Cognitive

Mate Initiated:

VISUALLY
IMPAIRED 12:
Placing objects.,"

Credit: Yes No



Child's Name:

Parent Recordi

Teacher:

Developmental Area: Cognitive

g Sheet VISUALLY
IMPAIRED -13:

Naming geometic
shapes

Date Initiated:

Credrjes No



arein coraing Sheet
Child's Name:10

Teacher:

Dexelopmental Area: Cognitive (Expressive Language)

Date Initiated:

VISUALLY

IMPAIRED 14:
Repeating the
magic sentence

Credit: Yes No

0


